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3/18/77 

Dear Karen, 

Many thanks for your 3/17 and the enclosures. Sorel took me back...Ik knew 
Thome% nee Feeney. y early archival material includes him. 

rolicoff had promised to send me a copy of his New Times piece. Now I know why he didn't: it is angled to hole the committee. 
Thermos can wait. Or you can heve it. My fault. 
There is no such thing as "what little help." wim and I do excatly those things you did for us. Your doing it released us to do other things. It really does help, thanks. 
doh as I want an assistant your primary obligation now, while you are young and without permanent attachments and other responsibilities, is yourself. This means law school. this means holding your job. But I thank you and I wish I could. 
There is no such thing as a weekend on which worthwhile work can't be done, there is that much chaos here. Example is my CIA and FBI FOIA/PA requests, mesoed up by a student who did volunteer and never finished. They both need arranging into a chrono file of originals and a separate copy on each by subject. There is so much of this! 
With Kimsey'sia4 friend, also our friend, things went well with Zebra. With me I think they did but there remains the basic decision, do they want to tackle something this tough as straightforwardly as I will. I should know before too long. They eeeemed to be favorably impreseed end disposed. But one is vulnerable. 

Again thanks, 


